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Regional Management of the Rhine 1975 this study explores the longer term
trends in both western and eastern europe that are shaping a new order
including supranationalism and nationalism economic integration and
disintegration trans european co operation and conflict between nationalities
the trends are interpreted with the help of theoretical insights drawn mainly
from international relations the book explores the question have the changes
in europe been so radical that we need to change the paradigms with which we
interpret these events
Chatham House Information Papers 1938 looking at a range of themes and
regions this book provides achallenging basis for rethinking america s
internationalleadership chatham house experts assess current us policy and
thecountry s ability to continue to play an internationalleading role a
timely exploration as president barack obama attempts torenew america s
global leadership broad range of contributors including annette bohr
centralasia victor bulmer thomas latin america alex vines and tomcargill sub
saharan africa paul cornish arms control paolasubacchi economics kerry brown
china and james sherr russia
Rich Man's Farming 1988 this book examines the evolution of the foreign
office in the 20th century and the way in which it has responded to britain s
changing role in international affairs the last century was one of
unprecedented change in the way foreign policy and diplomacy were conducted
the work of the office expanded enormously in the 20th century and oversaw



the transition from empire to commonwealth with the merger of the foreign and
colonial offices taking place in the 1960s the book focuses on the challenges
posed by waging world war and the process of peacemaking as well as the
diplomatic gridlock of the cold war contributions also discusses ways in
which the foreign and commonwealth office continues to modernise to meet the
challenges of diplomacy in the 21st century this book was previously
published as a special issue of the journal contemporary british history
Shaping the New Europe 1993 focusing on conventional weapons rather than
nuclear biological and chemical ones this book draws attention to important
differences within the eu between the trade in finished weapons and the
technology used to make them the book argues that in current european and
international circumstances recent eu initiatives have limited prospects and
may prove to be counterproductive
The Commonwealth and Britain 1988 explores the place of science and
technology in international relations through early attempts at international
governance of aviation and atomic energy
The West and South Africa 1982-01-01 this two volume book provides a
comprehensive analysis of the lawfulness of the use of nuclear weapons based
on existing international law established facts as to nuclear weapons and
their effects and nuclear weapons policies and plans of the united states
based on detailed analysis of the facts and law professor moxley shows that
the united states arguments that uses of nuclear weapons including low yield



nuclear weapons could be lawful do not withstand analysis moxley opens by
examining established rules of international law governing the use of nuclear
weapons first analyzing this body of law based on the united states own
statements of the matter and then extending the analysis to include
requirements of international law that the united states overlooks in its
assessment of the lawfulness of potential nuclear weapons uses he then
develops in detail the known facts as to nuclear weapons and their
consequences and u s policies and plans concerning such matters he describes
the risks of deterrence and the existential nature of the effects of nuclear
war on human life and civilization he proceeds to pull it all together
applying the law to the facts and demonstrating that known nuclear weapons
effects cannot comply with such legal requirements as those of distinction
proportionality necessity precaution the corollary requirement of
controllability and the law of reprisal moxley shows that when the united
states goes to apply international law to potential nuclear weapons uses it
distorts the law as it has itself articulated it overlooks law in such areas
as causation risk analysis mens rea and per se rules and disregards known
risks as to nuclear weapons effects including radioactive fallout nuclear
winter electromagnetic pulses and potential escalation he then shows that the
policy of deterrence is unlawful because the use of such weapons would be
unlawful moxley urges that the united states and other nuclear weapons states
take heed of the requirements of international law as to nuclear weapons



threat and use he argues that law can be a positive force in society s
addressing existential risks posed by nuclear weapons and the policy of
nuclear deterrence
Chatham House and British Foreign Policy 1919-1945 1994 this revised and
updated edition presents detailed analysis of the history and current state
of the g20 and the challenges it faces the emergence of the g20 was the
result of calls for full inclusion of major developing and other systemically
important countries and to reflect new global economic and political
realities the growth of chinese power growing significance of other major
developing countries and new concerns concerning anti globalization and
rising protectionism in the west have all resulted in important changes to
the dynamics of the institution the suspension of russia s membership in the
g8 has also necessitated a change in g7 g20 dynamics and the g20 s processes
agenda priorities and role in global governance providing a historical
overview and analysis of the evolving agenda methods of performance
evaluation relationship with structured international organizations and other
external actors hajnal s text is an authoritative work of history analysis
and reference on the g20 and also g7 g8 g20 reform this book is an essential
source for researchers and students focusing on the g20 international
organizations and global governance and more generally for scholars in the
fields of political science economics and finance
Britain and the Middle East in the 9/11 Era 2010 counterterrorism reassessing



the policy response promotes a more nuanced understanding of the
effectiveness of current counterterrorism practices and the need for reform
it challenges government media and academic accounts that exaggerate
terrorist threats particularly in comparison to other threats such as
organized crime author benogomis r
America and a Changed World 2010-10-01 drawing on cutting edge research from
leading scholars this book investigates state preferences for regime creation
and assesses state capacity for executing these preferences in northeast asia
s energy domain defined as the geographical area comprising the following
countries russia mongolia china japan south korea and north korea it examines
questions pertaining to how states perceive the need and necessity for
establishing a regime when it comes to the issue of energy and how much
commitment they make to the effort in northeast asia the book analyses the
factors that shape each country s fundamental energy interests in the region
how these interests impact their attitudes toward engaging the region on
energy security and the way they carry out their regional engagement based on
countries interests in promoting institutionalized regional energy
cooperation and their capacity for forging that cooperation the collection
assesses each state s role in contributing to an energy regime in northeast
asia it then concludes with a critique on the decade plus quest for energy
security cooperation in northeast asia and suggests ways forward for
facilitating regional energy security cooperation this book will be of great



interest to scholars and students of environmental policy energy policy
security studies asian studies and international relations
International Governance in the Wto 2004 aid to developing countries started
well before world war ii but was undertaken as an ad hoc activity or was
delivered by private organizations this changed after the war in his
inaugural address in 1949 the american president harry truman announced a
bold new programme for making the benefits of our scientific advances and
industrial progress available for the improvement and growth of
underdeveloped nations the so called point iv plan at that time it was
thought that this support would be needed only for a limited number of years
comparable to the marshall plan assistance to europe but reality proved to be
different providing aid was a very long term affair since the fifties the aid
provided has changed at different occasions in the beginning aid concentrated
on constructing infrastructure such as roads railways dams and harbours in
order to promote industrial development in the sixties aid to agriculture was
added and in the seventies aid to social sectors basic needs was also
provided the eighties brought worldwide debt problems major donors applied
structural adjustment policies some called this the lost decade década
perdida the nineties saw the arrival of the first environmental
considerations and asked for attention for the role of women and good
governance the form of aid changed from projects to programmes and budget
support describing the different aid forms of the last 65 years and analysing



why aid changed from time to time are the subjects of this book professionals
and students in the area of international cooperation will benefit from
studying this history as at this moment old concepts are reappearing or
applied by new donors like china is the pendulum really swinging back as
louis emmerij at one point suggested
Europe 1985 the long standing parliamentary convention known as the royal
prerogative has always allowed prime ministers to take the country to war
without any formal approval by parliament the dramatic vote against any
military strike on syria on 29 august 2013 blew that convention wide open and
risks hampering great britain s role as a force for good in the world in the
future will mps ever vote for war perhaps not and this book proposes a
radical solution to the resulting national emasculation by writing the theory
of a just war its causes conduct and ending into law parliament would allow
the prime minister to act without hindrance thanks not to a royal prerogative
but to a parliamentary one
Through the Paper Curtain 2008 this chatham house paper examines the nature
of soviet relations with syria assessing the commitments made and the gains
reaped by moscow and damascus in the economic military and political spheres
after discussing soviet interests in the region in general and with regard to
syria in particular the author traces the evolution of the relationship
between moscow and its major middle eastern ally since asad came to power in
1970 while the study argues that huge soviet military aid has intensified the



pro soviet alignment of syrian policy it contends that asad s perception of
his country s national interests has also played a large part in shaping the
relationship the author concludes that both sides have gained from what is an
interdependent relationship if damascus remains almost wholly dependent on
soviet military aid regional constraints give syria some leverage over moscow
without moscow s support syria might perhaps not have played such a leading
role in the region without damascus the soviet union might have found itself
on the sidelines of the arab israeli conflict
The Foreign Office and British Diplomacy in the Twentieth Century 2005
despite the increase in the number of studies in international relations
using concepts from a role theory perspective scholarship continues to assume
that a state s own expectations of what role it should play on the world
stage is shared among domestic political actors cristian cantir and juliet
kaarbo have gathered a leading team of internationally distinguished
international relations scholars to draw on decades of research in foreign
policy analysis to explore points of internal contestation of national role
conceptions nrcs and the effects and outcomes of contestation between
domestic political actors nine detailed comparative case studies have been
selected for the purpose of theoretical exploration with an eye to
illustrating the relevance of role contestation in a diversity of settings
including variation in period geographic area unit of analysis and aspects of
the domestic political process this edited book includes a number of



pioneering insights into how the domestic political process can have a
crucial effect on how a country behaves at the global level
Annual Report of the United States Civil Service Commission 1900 this book
first published in 1995 aims to enhance our understanding of the anglo
american alliance by examining the origins of the alliance during the second
world war it presents a case study of how power is distributed in british
society and who makes the political decisions that decisively shape the
society and world in which we live
The Arms Trade and Europe 1995 this book presents a wide ranging assessment
of the current state of china s economy in relation to the global
international economy it discusses the role china has played in responding to
the economic crisis assesses the continuing strong prospects for further
economic growth in china and examines china s deepening integration into the
world economy specific topics covered include china s foreign reserves and
global economic recovery the international expansion of chinese
multinationals and china s private businesses and the role of technological
innovation in china s economic growth overall the book provides a wealth of
detail and up to date insights concerning china s development path growth
potential sustainability and impact
Technological Internationalism and World Order 2021-06-03 this is an open
access title available under the terms of a cc by nc sa 3 0 igo licence it is
free to read at oxford scholarship online and offered as a free pdf download



from oup and selected open access locations new initiatives recognize that
resource wealth can provide a means when properly used for poorer nations to
decisively break with poverty by diversifying economies and funding
development spending extractive industries the management of resources as a
driver of sustainable development explores the challenges and opportunities
facing developing countries in using oil gas and mining to achieve inclusive
change while resource wealth can yield prosperity it can also when mismanaged
cause acute social inequality deep poverty environmental damage and political
instability there is a new determination to improve the benefits of
extractive industries to their host countries and to strengthen the sector s
governance extractive industries provides a comprehensive contribution to
what must be done in this sector to deliver development protect often fragile
environments from damage enhance the rights of affected communities and
support climate change action it brings together international experts to
offer ideas and recommendations in the main policy areas with a breadth of
collective insight and experience it argues that more attention must be given
to the development role of extractive industries and looks to the future to
explain how action on climate change will profoundly shape the sector s
prospects
Nuclear Weapons and International Law 2024-05-15 this important book is an
authoritative work of reference on the g20 g8 and g20 reform and relevant
information sources peter hajnal thoroughly traces the origins of the g20



surveys the g20 finance ministers meetings since 1999 and the series of g20
summits since 2008 he examines agenda setting and agenda evolution discusses
the question of g20 membership and surveys the components of the g20 system
he goes on to analyze the relationship of the g20 with international
governmental organizations the business sector and civil society and looks at
the current relationship between the g8 and the g20 he also discusses how g20
performance can be monitored and evaluated the book includes an extensive
bibliography on the g20 g8 g20 reform and issues of concern to the g20 the
book is a companion volume to the g8 system and the g20 evolution role and
documentation hajnal 2007 and is an essential source for all scholars and
students of the g20
The G20 2019-01-24 what instruments does the eu have at its disposal and how
can it link them in order to respond to the challenges and overcome the
current fragmentation how can the eu create bridges between the neighbours of
its neighbours this timely book takes stock of the state of the eu s co
operation with these regions and explores how the concept might help promote
security stability and prosperity beyond the countries which are formally
part of the european neighbourhood policy
Biblio-flash 1989 this major new reference work provides an authoritative and
wide ranging guide to archive sources now becoming available for british
political history since 1945 with a user friendly layout the book presents a
comprehensive range of 1 500 personal papers from leading statesmen backbench



politicians writers campaigners diplomats and generals which cover the key
aspects of british history since of the end of the second world war compiled
by an experienced archivist this comprehensive easy to use and authoritative
guide is an invaluable resource for researchers of modern british history
Counterterrorism 2015-07-17 this second edition of a handbook of world trade
is a reliable reference source on the framework and mechanics of world trade
the guide examines the origins and nature of the wto regulatory issues and
disputes in international trade the management of foreign currencies in
international trade international trade finance and documentation and
international trade development issues this authoritative analysis is
supported by a directory of essential contacts and useful information
including membership of regional trading groups banking groups with trade
finance capacity export credit agencies and reading lists
Turkey and the West 1985 this report is the fourth in a series on global
security and examines the foreign policy aspects of the united kingdom s
relationship with japan the republic of korea south korea and the democratic
people s republic of korea north korea the current political and economic
scene in japan and south korea is outlined the regional relations of japan
and south korea are then examined including those with the united states and
china trade agreements and regional security forums the focus on north korea
covers the nuclear programme human rights food security regime reform and
stability north south korea relations and military matters the involvement of



japan and south korea in international affairs is also scrutinised including
climate change development assistance and the united nations the report
concludes with a review of economic and cultural relations between the uk and
japan and south korea
Energy Security Cooperation in Northeast Asia 2015-04-24 india is the second
largest country in the world with regard to population the world s largest
democracy and by far the largest country in south asia and one of the most
diverse and pluralistic nations in the world in terms of official languages
cultures religions and social identities indians have for centuries exchanged
ideas with other cultures globally and some traditions have been transformed
in those transnational and transcultural encounters and become successful
innovations with an extraordinary global popularity india is an emerging
global power in terms of economy but in spite of india s impressive economic
growth over the last decades some of the most serious problems of indian
society such as poverty repression of women inequality both in terms of
living conditions and of opportunities such as access to education employment
and the economic resources of the state persist and do not seem to go away
this handbook contains chapters by the field s foremost scholars dealing with
fundamental issues in india s current cultural and social transformation and
concentrates on india as it emerged after the economic reforms and the new
economic policy of the 1980s and 1990s and as it develops in the twenty first
century following an introduction by the editor the book is divided into five



parts part i foundation part ii india and the world part iii society class
caste and gender part iv religion and diversity part v cultural change and
innovations exploring the cultural changes and innovations relating a number
of contexts in contemporary india this handbook is essential reading for
students and scholars interested in indian and south asian culture politics
and society chapter 11 of this book is freely available as a downloadable
open access pdf at taylorfrancis com under a creative commons attribution non
commercial no derivatives cc by nc nd 4 0 license
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